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Abstract 

Flange pin is a landing gear component, manufactured by Safran, which is made of high strength 

low alloy HY-TUF steel. It is conventionally peened with steel shots to improve its fatigue life, 

but recently Safran has proposed to substitute ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shot for steel shot owing to 

the high reusability of ceramic shot. In this research, the residual stresses in the flange pin peened 

with ceramic shots are investigated experimentally with X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique and 

numerically via finite element analysis (FEA) using Abaqus package. The experimental data show 

that at the surface of the peened flange pin the residual stresses in longitudinal and circumferential 

direction of the flange pin are all compressive, with the latter much greater than the former in 

magnitude. Three-dimensional FEA models are created for simulating the flange pin surface 

peened by ceramic shot flow which is generated randomly using the MATLAB program. It is 

revealed that the residual stresses in the longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction all vary 

in depth from of the peened surface and are compressive; the maximum compressive stresses occur 

at the subsurface. The circumferential stress is much greater than the longitudinal stress in 

magnitude and both are much larger than the radial stress. According to the Von Mises stress 

values, in terms of the material failure criterion, local yielding has occurred in the surface layer 

during the shot peening, resulting in local plastic deformation. The effects of target surface 

curvature and shot peening angle on the residual stress profiles in the peened surface are also 

studied via FEA simulations. The results show that although the maximum compressive stress and 

its location vary with target surface curvature and shot peening angle, they do not exhibit direct 

relations. However, it can be suggested that the maximum residual stresses in flat surface are 

greater than that in the curved surfaces and with increasing peening angle the location of the 

maximum residual stresses moves down in depth of the peened surface. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Research 

Landing gear system is the indispensable part of spacecraft and aerospace products. The reliability 

of the flange pin as the connecting mechanism in a landing gear system has always attracted much 

attention because it concerns the safety of passengers and crew. During the operation of landing 

gear, the flange pin is subjected to fatigue loading. Therefore,  in the aircraft and aerospace industry, 

increasing the fatigue life of the flange pin, which can improve reliability and durability of the 

flange pin, is ongoing target, since it is directly linked to the safety of airplane and maintenance 

cost. Figure 1-1 shows the flange structure in a landing gear system [1]. 

Fatigue life of a component is affected by cyclic stresses, residual stresses, material properties, 

internal defects, grain size, temperature, design geometry, surface quality, oxidation, corrosion, 

etc. There are many techniques that can be applied to enhance the fatigue strength of materials and 

components. Work hardening processes can produce a compressive stress layer on metal 

components which will significantly enhance the fatigue life of the components, but most work 

hardening processes such as rolling or cold forging can cause obvious deformation of the 

components. One of the most effective work hardening processes can be the surface treatment 

technique, named shot peening. It is a cold work process which consists of producing a 

compressive stress layer by continuous impingement of metal or ceramic shots and modifying the 

mechanical properties of metals thus to extend service life [2], [3]. In order to achieve this, a 

metallic surface can be impacted by small spherical abrasive media (round metallic, glass, or 

ceramic particles) with force sufficient enough to create permanent deformation of the surface, as 

illustrated in Figure 1-2.   

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/cyclic-stress
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1-1 Flange structure: (a) in a landing gear system; (b) flange pin [1] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of shot peening surface treatment: (a) surface deformation;       

(b) shot flow [4] 
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Technological requirements in all industrial sectors, especially the aeronautic and aircraft 

industries, are becoming more and more extensive, particularly with regards to shot peening, which 

is an important and, for safety reasons, essential process in these fields. In industries like aircraft, 

automotive, and railway manufacturing, shot peening is an inescapable process when it comes to 

forming components with enhanced mechanical strengths while yet using minimal amounts of 

material to reduce overall weight.   

As mentioned above, shot peening also enhances the mechanical strength of components and 

reduces the risk of failure when they are subjected to extreme conditions. For these reasons, drive 

components (gears) and flange pins often experience shot peening process in order to induce 

compressive stress, which considerably increases their resistance to fatigue and reduces the risk of 

cracks during operating life while these components are subjected to multiple tensile and 

compression stresses. 

The current shot peening processes on the flange pins of landing gears are using steel shots. 

However, the problems of using steel shots have been identified. First, the mechanical properties 

such as yield stress, ultimate tensile strength, the young’s modulus, etc. between flange pins and 

peening steel shots are similar, the high-speed impact during peening process will lead to severe 

plastic deformation of conventional steel shots, therefore, steel shots are not reusable, which 

increases the cost of shot peening process. Second, steel shots leave residues (corrosion, other 

metallic dusts) on processed components, necessitating further cleaning and/or decontamination, 

thus making the overall process time consuming. Third, inelastic deformation of metal shots can 

cause impact energy loss thus reducing shot peening effect [5]. Last, high impact speed of steel 

shots on peened surface generates friction heat which causes “welding” of the contact surfaces. 
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Recently, Safran Landing Systems, as the world's largest manufacturer of aircraft landing gears, 

aiming at designing, developing and manufacturing various aircraft landing gears, wheels and 

brakes, has proposed to improve the fatigue strength of the flange pins in their landing gear 

components by peening the surfaces using ceramic shots to replace steel shots, because ceramic 

shot has higher strength and hardness which can enhance peening effect. It can also reduce surface 

“welding” during peening process. Safran is thus interested in performing peening with ceramic 

shots, which has proven to render better endurance properties and surface finish of peened 

structural components. Ceramic peening shots, owing to excellent corrosion resistance and high 

strength to deformation, exhibit high reusability and are high-quality alternative of steel shots. The 

ceramic shot used for peening the flange pins of Safran is ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shot (chemical 

composition in weight: 60% to 70% ZrO2, 28% to 33% SiO2 and less than 10% Al2O3.), which is 

supplied by Saint-Gobain, France. The pin coupons, made of a high strength low alloy steel, HY-

TUF steel (nominal composition in weight: 0.25% C, 1.4% Mn, 1.6% Si, 1.8% Ni, 0.3% Cr, 0.45% 

Mo, Bal. Fe), are conventionally peened with steel shot to improve the fatigue life, but in this 

research they were peened using ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots at the Metal Improvement 

Company.  

As mentioned above, the main beneficial effect of shot peening process is to create compressive 

stresses in the target surface to enhance the fatigue resistance of the peened component. Since 

ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shot had never been used to peen the HY-TUF steel flange pins before, 

the residual stress profiles in the peened flange pin are unknown. In order to optimize the peening 

process, Safran sponsored this project for an opportunity to investigate the use of ceramic shots 

for improving high strength steel endurance. It is expected that the ceramic shots can create a 
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higher level of compressive stress in the surface layer of the flange pins compared to the 

conventional steel shots, thus preventing crack initiation and propagation from the surface and 

subsurface regions thereby extending the fatigue life of the flange pins.  

 

1.2 Objectives of the Research  

As indicated above, to upgrade ceramic shot peening process, determination of residual stresses in 

the peened surface is necessary. Therefore, the first objective of this research is to experimentally 

evaluate the residual stresses in the flange pin peened by ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots. The second 

objective of this research is to better understand the ceramic shot peening process on the flange 

pin of landing gears, via finite element analysis (FEA), by creating a FEA model to simulate the 

shot peening process. The third objective of this research is to investigate the effects of target 

surface curvature and shot peening angle on the residual stress profile in the peened surface, hence 

to optimize the peening process in order to achieve desirable residual stress distribution for a given 

flange pin geometry, because Safran has different flange pin products. 

 

1.3 Tasks and Methodologies 

Toward the research goals set, the entire research work in this thesis can be divided into three main 

parts, as detailed below. The planned tasks that have been completed and associated means that 

been used are described briefly.  

Part I – Experimental measurement of residual stresses using X-ray diffraction technique 
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(1) Prepare the samples from the peened flange pin provided by Safran for experimental 

measurement of the residual stresses. 

(2) Measure the residual stresses in the prepared samples along longitudinal and 

circumferential direction of the flange pin using X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique. 

(3) Analyze the XRD measurement data by JADA software and summarize the experimental 

results of residual stresses at different locations of the flange pin. 

Part II – FEA simulation of actual shot peening of flange pin using Abaqus package  

(1)  Build a FEA assembly model of target surface with one shot peening to determine the 

radius of each shot impact area. 

(2)  Determine the mesh density of the model by conducting convergence test. 

(3) Determine the material parameters of the target surface and ceramic shot for the FEA 

model based on the material properties of HY-TUF steel and ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shot. 

(4)  Determine shot number in terms of peening coverage and generate shot flow locations 

on the target surface randomly using the MATLAB program.  

(5)  Create a multiple shot peening flow model for simulating actual peening process of 

flange pin. 

(6) Examine the FEA simulation results of residual stresses in longitudinal, circumferential, 

and radial direction of the flange pin as well as Von Mises stress.   

(7)  Analyze the residual stress results, compared with the XRD measurement data, and 

discuss the discrepancy. 
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(8)  Examine the variations of longitudinal, circumferential, and radial stress along the depth 

of the peened surface layer and locate the maximum residual stresses. 

(9)  Analyze the Von Mises results in terms of material failure criterion and discuss the 

plastic deformation and strain hardening behavior of the peened surface.  

 

Part III – FEA simulations of different surface curvatures and peening angles using Abaqus 

package 

(1) Create FEA target surface models with different curvature radii from 10 mm to infinite 

(flat target surface). 

(2) Create FEA shot flow models for different peening angles from 30 to 90 (normal to target 

surface). 

(3)  Investigate the variations of maximum residual stress and location in longitudinal, 

circumferential, and radial direction with target surface curvature. 

(4) (4) Investigate the variations of maximum residual stress and location in longitudinal, 

circumferential, and radial direction with shot peening angle. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

The entire research work presented in this thesis can be covered by five chapters, as detailed below.  

Chapter 1 is an introduction to this research, indicating the motivation and objectives of this 

research, the main tasks that have been completed and methodologies that are used in this research, 

as well as the outline of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 covers an extensive literature review of the fundamentals and basic concepts of shot 

peening surface treatment, as well as the history and development of shot peening technique. 

Various experimental methods for determining residual stresses in peened surfaces and numerical 

approaches with FEA simulation of shot peening processes as well as relevant studies to the present 

research are also reviewed.      

Chapter 3 delineates the details of the experiments for determining the residual stresses in the 

peened flange pin, including sample preparation, XRD machine and measurement parameters, data 

collection and analysis, as well as the microstructure examination of the peened surface layer with 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM).   

Chapter 4 describes the FEA simulation procedures and results for the peening process of the 

flange pin with ceramic shots using Abaqus package. The FEA models for single shot peening, 

multiple shot flow peening, different surface curvatures and different peening angles are created, 

and the associated simulation results are presented. The analyses of the residual stress variations 

along the depth of the surface layer in longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction of the 

flange pin as well as Von Mises stress are also included in this chapter, along with the analyses of 

surface curvature and peening angle effects on the residual stress behavior in the peened surface 

layer.   

Chapter 5 summarizes this research and delineates the conclusions drawn from this research. The 

significant contributions of this research are highlighted and future work for this project is 

recommended.      
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

2.1 Shot Peening 

2.1.1 History and Development 

From 2700 B.C., people started to use cold working method to alter the properties and shape of 

metallic materials. In ancient times, the main function of cold working was shaping the metal, such 

as coining, sharping the sword, and producing hauberk, until workers found that using cold 

working can increase the material properties. For example, in 1789, people in London used 

hammers to increase the material strength of gun barrels’ outer surface [6]. This method can be 

regarded as the predecessor of shot peening. However, at that time, workers cannot explain how 

the hammer changed the mechanical properties of material. Until 1812, one of the earliest 

controlled hardness tests – Mohs hardness test was created, which was a type of scratch-hardness 

test based on a relative scratch hardness scale [7]. This method effectively improved the accuracy 

of hardness measurement and laid a solid foundation for later development of surface working. 

Workers found that cold working can increase the material hardness. Hence, researchers developed 

multiple cold working methods for the work hardening of materials. From the mid-1800s to the 

later, rolling, as a cold working method, was used on rail [6]. A few studies were published at the 

end of the 19th century, focusing on the relationship between mechanical stressing and 

manufacturing procedures [8]. For instance, in 1895 Supplement on Surface Rolling determined 

the mechanical stressing between two contacted bodies via mathematical analysis [9]. Mechanical 

stressing process refers to the processing means where the required stress is actively introduced 

into the workpiece. The stress which is residual in the material caused by all kinds of 

manufacturing and processing means is termed as residual stress [10].  
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In the 20th century, the World War I and the World War II led people to focusing on increasing 

the strength and reliability of steels on weaponry [8]. Shot peening, as a cold work option, had 

gradually become a mainstream processing technology which increased the fatigue life of the 

components without changing the main shape. At the same time, the residual stresses in the peened 

surfaces were discovered, which were found correlating to the fatigue life. This discovery had a 

profound impact on the production and development of the shot peening industry [11], [12].  

Since then, researchers had developed analytical models to predict the residual stress distribution 

in a materials surface caused by peening shot impact. They built mathematical models through 

inputting shot peening parameters, such as shot size, shot and target material properties, to simulate 

the residual stress distribution in the material surface. Researchers categorized four typical residual 

stress profiles, as shown in Figure 2-1. Figure 2-1 A and B show the residual stress distributions 

in thick peened target and thin peened target, respectively. Figure 2-1 C shows the hardness 

influence and Figure 2-1 D shows the velocity effect on the residual stress distribution. In Figure 

2-1, 𝛼ℎ𝑝  and 𝛽ℎ𝑝   are the depth of maximum residual stress in thick and thin target surfaces, 

respectively, ℎ𝑝 is the depth of residual stress, ℎ is residual stress wave depth in thin material 

surface and 𝜎𝑅 is residual stress. In addition, there was an alternative application of shot peening 

for shaping material, for example, one side of a metal plate was shot peened, which would produce 

spherical curvature on the plate. By implementing strict control of this process, the metal plate can 

be shot peened to the panels of large aircraft wings or other required shapes [4], [11], [13], [14]. 
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Figure 2-1 Influences of target surface thickness, hardness and peening velocity on residual 

stress distributions of a peened surface [4], [14] 

 

2.1.2 Fundamentals of Shot Peening 

Landing gear dynamics describes the shimmy, oscillation, and brake-induced vibration of landing 

gears, which is a significant issue that can affect the functions of all aircraft. These problems will 

lead to shortened fatigue life of the landing gear parts [15]. To improve the fatigue life, surface 

treatment is necessary for the components of landing gears, in particular, the flange pins of landing 

gears, as shown in Figure 2-2.  
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Figure 2-2 Flange pin of landing gear from Safran 

 

Shot peening is a surface treatment, where small spherical peening shots are accelerated to a 

desired speed at target surface that can cause plastic deformation of the surface, generating residual 

stresses in the material surface [16]. It was convinced that the effect of shot peening was mainly 

related to induced residual stresses, especially for high-strength  materials [17]. The complex near-

surface structure was composed of amorphous region, deformation zone and high dislocation 

density layer induced by the strains due to shot peening, as shown in Figure 2-3. The stacked 

dislocations can slow down the movement of the cracks in the material surface. These 

microstructure changes affected the cyclic deformation behavior and significantly reduced the 

plastic strain amplitude and cyclic fatigue life of the peened component [17]. The surface 

performance can be affected by induced residual stresses due to shot peening, and was also 

influenced by original surface defects, roughness, stacking energy and  microstructure [4], [14]. 
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Figure 2-3 Shot peened AISI 304 steel near surface regions [17] 

 

Shot peening coverage is a key parameter, which describes shot peening degree on the surface. 

Coverage up to 100% refers to the percentage of shot peened surface area. It is defined as the 

percentage of peened area in a given peened time, which can be described by Avarmi Equation  

[18]–[20]: 

𝑪 = [𝟏 − 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝝅𝒓𝟐 × 𝑹 × 𝒕)] × 𝟏𝟎𝟎%    Eq 2-1 

where 𝐶 is the coverage of shot peening, 𝑟 is the radius of each impact of shot, 𝑅 is the number of 

shots which impact the workpiece per unit area per unit time and 𝑡 is the time during which the 

impressions are being created.  

The effects of shot size and each impression radius during the time length when shot peening can 

achieve 100% coverage are illustrated in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5, respectively [18]. Figure 2-4 

shows peened surfaces of different coverage levels. Figure 2-5 shows the residual stress 

distributions due to different coverage levels. [18], [19], [21]. 
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Figure 2-4 Effects of varying impression radius, r, at given peening rate, R [18] 

 

Figure 2-5 Effects of varying impression size for fixed shot throwing rate [18] 
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Figure 2-6 Peened surfaces of various coverage levels [21] 
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Figure 2-7 Residual stress-depth distributions for various coverage levels [21] 

 

Theoretically, a peened surface can only achieve a coverage close to 100% according to Eq 2-1. 

Therefore, over 98%  coverage is considered as “full coverage” and the time to achieve this 

coverage is the full coverage unit time. For example, 200% coverage needs twice the full coverage 

time, 150% coverage needs one and half the full coverage time, etc.  

Almen intensity is another common indicator used to describe shot peening intensity. It requires 

shot peening full coverage. With the known shot type and velocity, the intensity can be determined. 

Almen strip is a thin steel strip made of SAE 1070 steel. The compressive stresses produced by 
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peening operation cause the steel strip to change into an arch shape, where the Almen intensity 

corresponds to the arch height, ℎ, as shown in Figure 2-8. Almen intensity can be divided into 

three types: A, N and C, which differ in used Almen strip type. The type of Almen strip is defined 

by its thickness. The unit of Almen intensity is the type of used Almen strip [22].  

 

Figure 2-8 Almen strip for shot peening intensity measurement 

 

2.1.3 Shot Peening Effects on Fatigue Life 

Shot peening produces a compressive stress layer on the target surface [12]. These compressive 

stresses can delay the generation of initial cracks and slow down the growth of the cracks. With 

the development of various measuring techniques and the availability of advanced measuring 

equipment, the detailed shot peening results can be gained. People attempted various shot peening 

settings, properties and sizes of peening shots for different residual stresses and related them with 

the fatigue life of the peened component [2], [3], [18], [21]. The increased fatigue life was found 

to relate with the maximum residual stress and depth of the residual stress distribution [11]. As 

illustrated in Figure 2-9, the residual stress distributions vary in five different treated surfaces. The 

HTF surface is hard turned fresh, HTWL represents hard turned white layer which is a phase 

transformed layer at the surface by work hardening, GF is ground fresh and GWL is ground white 

layer. Among these surfaces, the fatigue life of the HTF surface is the longest, which has the largest 

h 
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and deepest compressive stresses. However, the tensile residual stress near the surface can cause 

low fatigue life of the component. The difference of residual stress between the GF and GWL 

surface is that the latter has some tensile residual stresses near the surface. Then the difference in 

fatigue life between these two surfaces shows a harmful effect of tensile residual stresses near the 

surface [23], as indicated in Figure 2-10.  

 

Figure 2-9 Residual stress profiles in different treated surfaces [23] 
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Figure 2-10 Fatigue life chart for different treated surfaces [23] 

Shot peening does not always improve the fatigue life of the component. For example, high 

intensity shot peening on some high strength alloys might lead to “fold-like” defects, as shown in 

Figure 2-11. These defects will cause stress concentrations that accelerate crack initiation [24].  
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Figure 2-11 Fatigue crack paths in (a) unpeened 7010 alloy specimen, (b) peened 7010 alloy 

specimen, (c) unpeened 8090 alloy specimen, (d) peened 8090 alloy specimen [24] 

 

In most cases, residual stresses can effectively increase the fatigue life of the peened component. 

However, load, temperature, and fatigue cycling, etc. can lead to residual stress relaxation which 

cause the reduction of residual stress. Thus, the increased fatigue life due to residual stresses will 

diminish with the stress relaxation. The residual stresses can also be alleviated with temperature 

increase. For example, a research showed that larger fatigue load can speed up residual stress 

relaxation and reduce the fatigue life, as illustrated in Figure 2-12. Figure 2-13 shows that high 

temperature can also cause residual stress relaxation [23], [25], [26]. 
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Figure 2-12 Percentage of initial residual stress versus number of cycles under fatigue loading. 

Dashed line indicates the critical boundary of threshold-residual stress relaxation [25] 

 

Figure 2-13 Residual stress depth profiles of fatigued laser-shock peened AISI 304 after 2000 

cycles at different temperatures [26] 
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2.2 Residual Stress Measurement 

As discussed above, residual stresses in a component can considerably influence the material 

performance, such as fatigue life, distortion, dimensional stability, corrosion resistance, brittle 

fracture, etc. These material characteristics usually govern significant costs in replacing and 

repairing of the component. Therefore, residual stress measurement is a necessary process in 

material design stage. Residual stress measurement methods can be classified into three different 

categories: destructive, semi-destructive and non-destructive method. A typical destructive 

method is sectioning technique. Deep-hole method as a developed method from sectioning 

technique belongs to semi-destructive method. Base on the accuracy and practicability,  X-ray 

diffraction method is a mainstream non-destructive method [27], [28].  

 

2.2.1 Sectioning Technique  

The sectioning technique for residual stress measurement has been applied for decades. It is a 

destructive method that requires to break the tested specimen. It measures the specimen 

deformation due to the release of residual stress. This method is through slitting the specimen into 

multiple slices and measuring their changes in length thus to calculate the residual stresses [28], 

[29].   

Plastic deformation and heat should be avoided to introduce into the specimen during sectioning 

[28], [29]. The residual stress can be calculated from the following formula, which is widely used 

in the residual stress analysis of structural carbon steel, aluminum and stainless steel. 

 𝜎 =
𝐸

1−𝑣2 [
(𝐴0−𝐴)𝜀

2𝐴
] Eq 2-2 
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where 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus, 𝑣 is Poisson’s ratio, 𝐴0 is original cross-section of the specimen, 

𝐴 is bored area, 𝜀  is 𝜀𝑡 + 𝜇𝜀𝑒 where 𝜀𝑡 and 𝜀𝑒 are the strains in longitudinal and circumferential 

directions, respectively [28], [29]. Figure 2-14 shows HE 360B wide flange section after sectioning 

[30]. 

 

Figure 2-14 HE 360B wide flange section after sectioning for residual stress measurement [30] 
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2.2.2 Deep Hole Method 

The deep hole method for residual stress measurement combines hole-drilling and ring-core. 

Firstly, a hole is drilled through the specimen and the diameter of the hole is measured. The core 

material of the hole is then removed to release the residual stresses in the core. Finally, the diameter 

of the hole is remeasured, and the residual stresses are calculated according to the change of the 

hole diameter. The coordinate system for deep-hole measurement is defined in Figure 2-15, where 

𝜗  is angular coordinate [31]. 

 

Figure 2-15 Geometry and coordinate system for deep hole method of residual stress 

measurement [31] 

 

The residual stress  is [31] 

 𝜎 = −𝐸𝑀∗ ∙ 𝑢 Eq 2-3 
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where 𝐸 is young’s modulus, 𝑀 is the matrix containing 𝑓𝜗𝑖
, 𝑔𝜗𝑖

 and ℎ𝜗𝑖
 coefficients and relating 

applied stresses to measured radial distortions, 𝑀∗ is the pseudo-inverse of 𝑀 and 𝑢 is the vector 

of radial distortions at the hole edge measured at 𝜗𝑁 angles. 𝑀 is determined as [31] 

 𝑀 =

[
 
 
 
 
𝑓𝜗1

𝑔𝜗1
ℎ𝜗1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑓𝜗𝑖

𝑔𝜗𝑖
ℎ𝜗𝑖

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑓𝜗𝑁

𝑔𝜗𝑁
ℎ𝜗𝑁]

 
 
 
 

 Eq 2-4 

where 𝑓𝜗𝑖
 is the coefficient relating applied x-direction stress to radial distortion measured at angle 

𝜗𝑖, 𝑔𝜗𝑖
 is the coefficient relating applied y-direction stress to radial distortion measured at angle 

𝜗𝑖 and ℎ𝜗𝑖
 is the coefficient relating applied shear stress to radial distortion measured at angle 𝜗𝑖. 

𝑓𝜗𝑖
, 𝑔𝜗𝑖

 and ℎ𝜗𝑖
 are determined as [31] 

 u =

[
 
 
 
 
𝒰|ϑ=ϑ1

⋮
𝒰|ϑ=ϑi

⋮
𝒰|ϑ=ϑN]

 
 
 
 

 Eq 2-5 

where 𝒰 is radial distortion at the hole edge [31]. 

The deep hole technique for residual stress measurement has become a standard method for 

isotropic materials. This method has low cost and wide application. However, when the residual 

stress exceeds 50% of the yield stress, the local yield may cause errors. [31]. 
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2.2.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Method 

The X-ray diffraction method for residual stress measurement is considered as a non-destructive 

technique which has been widely used in various surfaces of materials. This technique does not 

need to break the specimen surface, but in some cases, the size limitation of the X-ray equipment 

requires the specimen to be cut to fit the device chamber. The XRD technique takes advantages of 

the fact that when a metal is subjected to stresses, the resulting elastic strain will cause the atomic 

planes in the metal crystal structure to change their spacing. XRD can directly measure the atomic 

distance between these planes so that the total stresses in the metal can be determined.   

2.2.3.1  X-ray diffraction theory 

The diffraction principle of a monochromatic X-ray beam in two directions relative to the X-ray 

beam at a large diffraction angle (2𝜃) on the surface of the stressed specimen is illustrated in Figure 

2-16. The angle between the normal of the surface and the bisector of the incident beam and 

diffracted beam is the angle 𝜓. Bragg’s Law defines the diffraction occurring at an angle 2𝜃: 

 𝑛𝜆 =  2𝑑𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃  Eq 2-6 

where 𝑛 is an integer denoting the order of diffraction, 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, 𝑑𝑙 is the lattice 

spacing of crystal planes, and 𝜃 is the diffraction angle. If there is a tensile stress in the specimen 

the lattice contracts with a Poisson’s ratio. Hence, the lattice spacing decreases, and the diffraction 

angle 2𝜃  slightly increases. Then the measurement direction is defined by angle ∅ and the 

specimen is rotated through a known angle 𝜓, as shown in Figure 2-16, the tensile stress on the 

surface increases the lattice spacing and decreases 2𝜃. The residual stress in the specimen surface 

on the diffraction plane can be calculated by measuring the change of the diffraction peak in 
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different values of angle 𝜓. Each calculation needs at least two different values of angle 𝜓 of the 

specimen rotation [32].  

 

 

Figure 2-16 Illustration of the principle of X-ray diffraction stress measurement: (a) 𝝍 = 𝟎;    

(b) 𝝍 = 𝝍 (sample rotated through some known angle 𝝍). D, x-ray detector; S x-ray source; N, 

normal to the surface [32] 
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2.2.3.2 Linear 𝑫 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝝍 relation 

XRD residual stress measurement starts with angle 𝜓 = 0, followed by gradually increasing the 

angle 𝜓, in order to obtain linear correlation as accurately as possible. 

The strain 𝜀∅,𝜓 in the direction defined by the angles 𝜑 and 𝜓 is: 

 𝜀∅,𝜓 =
𝐷∅,𝜓−𝐷0

𝐷0
= (

1+𝑣

𝐸
)𝜎∅𝑠𝑖𝑛

2𝜓 Eq 2-7 

where 𝐸  is the modulus of elasticity,  𝑣  is Poisson’s ratio. 𝐷  denotes the inter-atomic spacing 

which is the measured value of the XRD process. Each peak in a diffractogram results from a 

corresponding inter-atomic spacing. The foot marker of 𝐷 indicates the measurement angle 𝜓 and 

direction ∅. 𝐷0 denotes the original inter-atomic spacing.  

Because 𝐷 is the measured value and angle 𝜓 is measurement setting, thus, using 
𝐷∅,𝜓−𝐷0

𝐷0
 as the y-

axis and 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜓 as the x-axis of the measurement output, a linear relation can be obtained, with the 

slope being  (
1+𝑣

𝐸
)𝜎∅. Since the elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio 𝑣 values are known, because 

they are material properties, the residual stress 𝜎∅ can be calculated  [32], [33]. 
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2.3 FEA Simulation of Surface Peening  

Finite element method (FEM) or finite element analysis (FEA) is a popular approach to solving 

engineering problems. Typical cases include structural load analysis, heat transfer, fluid flow, mass 

transfer and electromagnetic potential. Experimental determination of residual stress has certain 

limitation due to the facility capacities. For example, XRD technique can only measure the stresses 

at a surface. If the stress distribution within a certain depth is required, experimental methods 

exhibit deficiency. Differently, FEA simulation is able to deal with the residual stress problems 

which cannot be solved experimentally. In industry, using FEM simulation to predict the stress 

distribution is a trending way for cost-saving purpose. Particularly, FEA can simulate the effects 

of different shot materials, peening intensity and coverage on the generated residual stress profile. 

FEM is favorable to simulate shot peening process and analyze the residual stresses generated in 

the peened surface for several reasons:  

1. FEM can predict the surface performance (stress and strain or deformation) after peened with 

given process parameters.    

2. FEM can provide guidelines to achieve desired residual stress distribution in the surface layer 

by changing the peening process parameters.  

3. FEM can help designers optimise shot peening process and reduce the experimental and 

measurement necessary. 

The type of FEA model used depends on the requirements of the analysis and the desired results 

[22], [34]. 
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2.3.1 FEA Modelling of Residual Stresses in TC4 Surface Layer 

2D and 3D FEA models were created for simulating the residual stress layer on TC4 surface 

resulting from shot peening process,  as shown in Figure 2-17. The stress contour of 𝜎11 (residual 

stress in X direction) in 2D shot peening model is shown in Figure 2-18 (a) and Figure 2-18 (b) 

shows the variation of the residual stress 𝜎11 along the depth from top surface at three chosen 

locations in the 2D model. Figure 2-19 shows the coverage rate of shot peening with different 

impacts in the 3D model. Single impact means the coverage rate is 25% and each impact can 

increase 25% coverage rate until 100%. Figure 2-20 (a) shows the stress contour of 𝜎11 in the 3D 

shot peening model and Figure 2-20 (b) shows the contour of deformed surface after shot peening. 

Figure 2-21 illustrates the variation of residual stress 𝜎11 along the depth from top surface at five 

chosen locations in the 3D model and the experiment results measured by X-ray method for 

comparison [35]. However, for saving the calculation time this model is fragmentary and peening 

impacts are regular, which does not represent real peening process. Certainly, this simplified model 

would deteriorate the accuracy of the simulation. 
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Figure 2-17 Simulation of shot peening: (a) 2D FEA model; (b) 3D FEA model [35] 
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Figure 2-18 FEA simulation results of 2D model: (a) stress contour of 𝝈𝟏𝟏; (b) variation of 

residual stress 𝝈𝟏𝟏 along the depth from top surface [35] 
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Figure 2-19 Coverage rates of shot peening with different impacts [35] 

 

Figure 2-20 Simulation results of 3D model: (a) stress contour of 𝝈𝟏𝟏; (b) contour of deformed 

surface after shot peening [35] 
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Figure 2-21 Variations of residual stress 𝝈𝟏𝟏 in 3D model along the depth from top surface and 

experiment results measured by X-ray method [35] 
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2.3.2 Random Shot Peening FEA Model 

A random shot peening FEA model was created for fitting practical shot peening process, as shown 

in Figure 2-22. This model simulated 20 to 200 peening shot impact on the target surface. The 

peened area was divided into four parts A11, A10, A01 and A00. The contours of displacement in 

the depth direction of the surface layer, Von Mises stress and stress 𝜎11 in x direction after 200 

impacts are shown in Figure 2-23, Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-25, respectively. The average residual 

stresses due to 20 to 200 peening impacts are illustrated in Figure 2-26 [36].  

 

Figure 2-22 FEA model with two hundred shots impacting target surface at random positions 

[36] 
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Figure 2-23 Contour of displacement in depth direction of target surface due to 200 impacts [36] 

 

 

Figure 2-24 Contour of  Von Mises stress due to 200 impacts within whole peening region [36] 
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Figure 2-25 Contour of  stress 𝝈𝟏𝟏 in x direction due to 200 impacts within whole peening 

region [36] 

 

 

Figure 2-26 Average stress within peened region versus peening shot number [36] 
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2.3.3 Peening Angle and Shot Diameter Models 

To better simulate shot peening process and represent actual peening condition, a 3D FEA model 

was constructed by Murugaratnam for analyzing the effect of peening angle and shot diameter on 

the residual stress distribution in the peened surface layer, as shown in Figure 2-27. This model 

simulated the peening process on a surface using four different shot diameters at two peening 

angles, 90° and 35°. The red circle in Figure 2-28 was the shot peening simulation area and the 

midpoint of the red circle was the measured point. The residual stress distributions in depth 

direction Y from top surface were determined for the peening with the four shot diameters at the 

two peening angles, are shown in Figure 2-29 and Figure 2-30. The residual stress values and 

depths for the case of peening angle 35° were found lower than that for the case of peening 

angle 90°. Larger peening shot diameter can cause higher residual stress in the peened surface, but 

the depth of residual stress was not significantly affected by peening shot diameter [37].  

 

Figure 2-27 FEA model for multiple shot impact using Abaqus package [37] 
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Figure 2-28 Peened surface showing the simulation area of FEA model [37] 

 

 

Figure 2-29 Residual stress variation in depth direction Y from top surface peened at angle 90° 
(R represnts different peening shot diameters) [37] 
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Figure 2-30 Residual stress variation in depth from topsurface peened at angle 35° (R represnts 

different peening shot diameters) [37] 
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2.3.4 Peening Process Thermal Effect Model 

For analyzing shot peening process on carbon steel SAE 1070 with thermal effect involved, a 3D 

random representative volume (RV) model was developed. It was further expended to three sub-

categories:  rectangular RV (RRV), square RV (SRV) and circular RC (CRV), as shown in Figure 

2-31. For the precision of simulation and analysis, the influence of model size, shape of collision 

area, and temperature rise were all considered in these models. In addition, these models set a new 

infinite element gap region between the impact region and the boundary to prevent the stress 

reflection at the boundary of the model. Hence, the influence of the boundary on the shot peening 

results was eliminated [38]. 

 

Figure 2-31 Three random RV FEA meshed models [38] 
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In consideration of the thermal effect in shot peening process on the surface performance, the FEA 

simulation employed Johnson Cook’s model which used the plastic property of target material to 

cover the traditional stress and strain relationship. The simulation results with and without the 

thermal effect included are shown in Figure 2-32, revealing that the surface residual stress (SRS) 

varied with the impact number in unit area (N/A). Although shot peening is called "cold work", 

the thermal softening of the target surface may reduce the residual stresses. Therefore, in the case 

of a long-time shot peening or overshot peening, the influence of thermal softening on the surface 

performance should be considered [38]. This model shows that the correct material property data 

of target surface can increase the accrucy of FEA simulation. 

 

Figure 2-32 Comparison of FEA simulation results with and without thermal effect included 

[38] 
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Chapter 3  Experimental Details 

3.1 Flange Pin and Peening Shot Materials 

3.1.1 HY-TUF Steel 

The flange pins of Safran are made from HY-TUF Vac Melt or AMS 6425 steel which is a common 

aircraft steel with the chemical composition given in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1 Chemical composition (wt%) of AMS 6425 (HY-TUF steel) 

Fe C Cr Mo Si Mn Ni 

Balance 0.25 0.30 0.45 1.60 1.40 1.80 

 

This type of steel combines relatively high impact strength with low notch sensitivity and good 

ductility. Compared with other common aircraft steel such as AISI 4340, 300M, AF 1410 and 

AerMet 100, HY-TUF steel does not have many advantages because of low constituent of carbon 

and no cobalt or other alloying additives. However, because of its long-term serving in the industry 

and advanced surface treatments such as shot peening, this material is still a popular choice in such 

applications. The final product of this steel has experienced three heat treatment processes:              

(1) Normalizing of HY-TUF steel is performed at 927℃ (1700℉) for 1 hr, and then air-cooling. 

(2) Solution treating of HY-TUF steel is conducted at 871℃ (1600℉) for 1 hr, then oil-quenching. 

(3) Tempering of HY-TUF steel is made at 260℃ for 4 hr, and then air-cooling. These heat 

treatments are applied on HY-TUF steel to achieve the mechanical properties listed in Table 3-2. 

The microstructure of HY-TUF steel under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in Figure 3-1 

shows fully martensitic phase,  which has lamellar and needle-like crystalline structure, and that 
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under transmission electron microscopy (TEM)  in Figure 3-2 shows retained austenite (R.A) and 

η-carbide particles vary in size from ~200 to 300 nm [39]–[41]. 

Table 3-2 Mechanical properties of HY-TUF steel [39] 

Property HY-TUF steel 

UTS, MPa 1575 

Yield stress, MPa 1400 

Hardness, RC 47 

Elongation, % 13 

KIC, ksi√in 109 

Elastic modulus, GPa 200 

Modulus of rigidity, GPa 76 

Poisson’s ratio 0.32 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 SEM micrograph of HY-TUF steel [40] 
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Figure 3-2 TEM micrograph of HY-TUF steel [41] 
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3.1.2 Zirshot-ZC600 Ceramic 

Instead of using traditional steel shots, the flange pins were impacted with ceramic shots 

(ZirShot-ZC600) to gain higher hardness. Zirshot-ZC600, shown in Figure 3-3, is a ceramic 

peening shot which contains 60% to 70% ZrO2, 28% to 33% SiO2 and less than 10% Al2O3. It has 

high density (3.85 g/cm3) and high hardness (HRC70), while the hardness of traditional steel shot 

(AMS 2431/1) is only about HRC45 - HRC52 [42], [43]. 

The deformation strength of ceramic shots is much higher than traditional steel shots, therefore, 

the pinned surface is expected to be much improved after peening with ceramic shots. Another 

advantage of using ceramic shots is that the shots can be reused or recycled due to little 

deformation, as discussed previously. 

 

Figure 3-3 Zirshot ceramic peening shot [42] 
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3.2 Flange Pin Specimen for XRD Measurement 

Three identical peened flange pin samples were received from Safran, as shown in Figure 3-4 for 

one of them. The total length of the flange pin is 130 mm, the thickness of the base is 10 mm and 

the length of screw region is 20 mm. The outside diameter and inside diameter of the flange pin 

are 41 mm and 31 mm, respectively. These pins are made of AMS 6425 (HY-TUF Steel) with 

hardness ~HRC48. They were all peened with ceramic shots (ZirShot-ZC600). The peening 

process parameters are as follows: peening intensity around 8 A to 12 A, which is defined by A 

type Almen strip, and peening coverage of 100%. 

 

Figure 3-4 Flange pin peened with ceramic shots  
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To implement the X-ray measurement, one peened flange pin was cut into four pieces radially, as 

shown in Figure 3-5. For each piece, X-ray scan was performed on the peened surface at different 

points or locations, as indicated in Figure 3-6, to determine the residual stresses. The detailed 

locations for each scan or measurement are schematically summarized in Table 3-3. The X-ray 

machine  is a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu K𝛼 (𝜆 = 1.54184 A) 

sealed-tube source and a micro-area stage, shown in Figure 3-7. In total, 13 measurements were 

made on two pieces of the pin sample with 3 or 4 measurements at each point or location. Due to 

the size limitation of the XRD machine, some special location and direction on the pin specimens 

cannot be measured. There are two impossible angles (90° and 180°) at the top and bottom 

locations, respectively, where the specimens cannot be rotated with the XRD machine knocking. 

 

Figure 3-5 Cut flange pin into 4 pieces 
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Figure 3-6 Indication of X-ray scan locations on the surface of cut pin 

 

Figure 3-7 Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray Diffractometer 
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Table 3-3 Summary of locations on pin specimens for residual stress measurement  

Specimen ID Location Illustration 

B ⎯ bottom 

T ⎯ top 

Pin surface 

 

 

Specimen without hole 

Top 

 

Middle 

 

Bottom 

 

Specimen with holes Top 
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3.3 XRD Measurement Data 

The X-ray measurement was generally made at four different directions or angles for each location, 

as illustrated in Figure 3-8, which correspond to the axial or longitudinal stress and circumferential 

stress in the cylindrical surface of the flange pin, but at some locations, some angles may be 

impossible due to the limitation of the X-ray machine used, as mentioned previously. The residual 

stresses in different directions of the pin surface can be obtained with these measurements.  

 

 

Figure 3-8 Illustration of X-ray measurement angles or scan directions 

 

 

At each measurement direction ∅, five inter-atomic spacing values (𝐷∅,𝜓), corresponding to  five 

different measurement angles (𝜓) were determined and recorded. Five different measurements can 

be fitted into a primary line, with the x-axis represents 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜓 and the y-axis represents 
𝐷∅,𝜓−𝐷0

𝐷0
 of 

Eq 2-10. The raw data from the X-ray measurement at the top of the specimen without hole at 0° 

scan direction are present in Figure 3-9, the others are reported in Appendix A.  

Side view of the specimen 

Top view of the specimen surface 

0° and 180° measurements indicate axial or longitudinal stress. 

90° and 270° measurements indicate circumferential or hoop stress. 
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Figure 3-9 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen without hole at 0° scan  
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3.4 XRD Data Analysis 

The X-ray machine, Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer, is equipped with the residual stress 

computation software. Thus, the raw data from each measurement can be automatically converted 

to the residual stress value using this software. It was found that both longitudinal and 

circumferential stress were compressive. The average longitudinal and circumferential residual 

stress values are reported in Table 3-4, evidently, longitudinal stress and circumferential stress are 

not equal and the latter is much greater than the former in magnitude. All results of residual stress 

at different locations and directions on the flange pin are presented in Table 3-5. The residual stress 

values were obtained from the fitting line of five  measurements, as shown in Figure 3-9 and 

Appendix A. The coefficient of determination 𝑅2 represents the error of the measurements and the 

𝑅2 values are also reported in Table 3-5. It is demonstrated that the average longitudinal stress is 

-298.7 MPa and the average circumferential stress is -786.9 MPa. Apparently, the residual stress 

in circumferential direction is greater than that in longitudinal direction. 

 

Table 3-4 Average residual stress results 

 

Unit Longitudinal Stress Circumferential Stress 

MPa -298.7 -786.9 

Standard Deviation 57.8 57.3 
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Table 3-5 Summary of residual stress results for peened flange pin 

Specimen ID Location Direction 𝜑 

Residual Stress 

(MPa) 

Coefficient of 

Determination 𝑅2 

Non-hole specimen 

Top 

0 -282.13 0.843 

90   

180 -313.23 0.845 

270 -793.24 0.986 

Middle 

0 -348.74 0.960 

90 -775.32 0.988 

180 -327.91 0.966 

270 -689.41 0.980 

Bottom 

0 -337.43 0.854 

90 -865.43 0.931 

180 -166.16 0.867 

270   

With hole specimen Top 

0 -293.23 0.835 

90   

180 -320.54 0.992 

270 -810.96 0.955 

 Means this angle is limited by the X-ray machine. 
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3.5 Microstructural Examination 

To investigate the influence of the ceramic shot peening on the microstructure of the pin surface, 

the radial section of the specimen was polished and examined with SEM, the images are shown in 

Error! Reference source not found.. In general, there is not much difference in microstructure over t

he section, but it can be observed that the shot peening created some pores in the surface layer.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-10 SEM microstructure (a) near peened surface of flange pin; (b) far from the peened 

surface of flange pin 
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Chapter 4  FEA Simulation of Shot Peening on Flange Pin 

Experimental determination of residual stress has certain limitations due to the capacity of the 

testing machines or instruments, as discussed previously. For example, XRD technique can only 

measure the residual stresses at the peened surface. If the stress distribution within a certain depth 

of the peened surface layer is required, experimental methods exhibit deficiency. Differently, FEA 

simulation can functionally overcome the drawbacks of the experimental means. It enables various 

complex geometry to be investigated and is also able to determine the stresses in any direction at 

any depth from the target surface.  

In this research, in addition to experimental determination of the residual stresses in the surface of 

the peened flange pin using XRD, FEA simulation study was also conducted, with a three-

dimensional model constructed representing the cylindrical target or peened flange pin surface 

having a certain depth or thickness. The peening of the target surface by the ceramic shots was 

simulated as a continuous flow of the shots impacting the surface at a set rate. However, it should 

be pointed out that this simulation cannot provide the results of the residual stresses exactly 

representing the real case of the peened flange pin from Safran, because the peening process 

parameters such as shot flow rate, duration of peening, detailed properties of the ceramic shot, etc. 

are deemed to be commercial secret of Safran and are not provided for this study, while these 

parameters are the necessary input of the FEA simulation and influence the residual stress results 

significantly. As a result, it is impossible to reasonably compare the FEA simulation results with 

the XRD measurements, due to lack of the real peening process parameters for the flange pin. 

On the other hand, although the present FEA simulation may not accurately compute the residual 

stresses in the peened flange pin, it does provide valuable results to Safran and other shot peening 

industries. First, no research has been reported in literature for shot peening on curved (cylindrical) 
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surfaces like flange pins. Second, the present simulation uses random multiple shots peening model 

with the shot flow rate being a model variable, which enables determining the residual stress profile 

under any designated peening conditions. In other words, as long as the real peening process 

parameters are available, the residual stresses in the flange pin at any depth of the surface can be 

accurately predicted using this model. 

Additionally, for further investigation of the interaction between peening shot and target surface 

during peening process, FEA simulation in this study is also performed for flat target surface 

subjected to shot peening at various impact angles and target surface with different curvature radii, 

thus to determine the residual stress distribution in the surface layer under these different shot 

peening angles and surface geometry conditions. These studies are aimed to provide Safran 

company and relevant industries the guideline for designing the peening process which can achieve 

optimal residual stress profile for a given surface geometry.    

 

4.1 Material Data for FEA Model  

4.1.1 Material Data of Flange Pin 

The whole FEA model for the peening flange pin can be divided into two parts, target surface and 

peening shot. The target surface material is HY-TUF steel which has the density of 

7.77 × 103 kg/m3. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of HY-TUF steel are 206 GPa and 

0.32, respectively. In consideration of both elastic and plastic deformation as well as work 

hardening, the properties of HY-TUF steel input to the FEA model need to include the entire stress 

and strain curve (elastic and plastic region). The stress and strain curve of HY-TUF steel, plotted 

from the data extracted from a tensile test, is present in  
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Figure 4-1 Stress-strain curve of HY-TUF steel [41] 

 

According to the stress and strain relation, the plastic strain of HY-TUF steel can be calculated as 

 𝜀𝐸 =
𝜎

𝐸
 Eq 4-1 

 𝜀𝑃 = 𝜀𝑇 − 𝜀𝐸 Eq 4-2 

where 𝜀𝐸 is the elastic strain, σ is stress, 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus, 𝜀𝑇 is total strain and 𝜀𝑃 the 

plastic strain. The total strain, plastic strain and stress data of HY-TUF steel are summarized in 

Table 4-1. The yield stress of HY-TUF steel is about 1400 MPa. 
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Table 4-1 Tensile test data of HY-TUF steel  

 Strain 
Stress 

(MPa) 
Plastic Strain 

Elastic 

Deformation 

0 0  

0.00122 250  

0.00241 500  

0.00344 750  

0.00463 1000  

0.00567 1250  

Plastic 

Deformation 

0.00685 1400 0.000 

0.01070 1450 0.004 

0.01618 1475 0.009 

0.02240 1500 0.015 

0.04506 1550 0.038 

0.07098 1575 0.063 

0.09601 1569 0.088 

0.10342 1541 0.096 

0.10993 1482 0.103 

0.11541 1390 0.109 

0.12000 1300 0.114 

 

4.1.2 Material Data of Shot 

The ceramic shot used in this research is ZirShot-ZC600 with the chemical composition given in 

Chapter 3. The density of the ceramic shot is  3.85 × 103 kg/m3. The Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio of the ceramic shot are 393 GPa and 0.27, respectively. The yield stress of the 

ceramic shot is about 4000 MPa. Since the yield stress of the ceramic shot material is much higher 

than that of HY-TUF steel, the deformation of the shot should be much less than that of the flange 

pin target under the shot peening. Also, ceramic is brittle and displays little plastic deformation. 

Therefore, the ceramic shot is deemed to deform elastically only in the FEA simulation. 
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4.2 FEA Geometric Model  

4.2.1 Flange Pin Model  

Based on the dimensions of the flange pin from Safran, for saving simulation running time, a sector 

segment with 4 mm length (in the longitudinal direction of the flange pin) and 2 mm depth  (in the 

radial direction from the flange pin surface) and 10 angle (in the circumferential direction of the 

flange pin cross-section)  is modelled, where the curvature radius of the segment top surface is 

20.5 mm, as shown in Figure 4-2, to simulate the stress and strain behavior of the flange pin under 

shot peening. In this model, the x-axis is the circumferential direction, the y-axis is the radial 

direction, and the z-axis is the longitudinal or axial direction on the flange pin specimen. 

 

Figure 4-2 FEM geometric model of target surface part  
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The meshing density in the central region of the model, where shots are impacting, is higher than 

that in the corner region, as shown in Figure 4-3, to ensure the accuracy of the residual stress 

results, meanwhile to save computation time.  

 

Figure 4-3 Meshed FEM model of target surface part  
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4.2.2 Geometric Model of Shot 

Although the real peening process proceeded with a continuous flow of shots impacting on the 

surface at a set rate, in this simulation within the target area of the FEA model, it is assumed that 

shots are impacting on the pin surface one by one at random, that is, the shots are impacting on the 

target surface successively; the following shot is coming in contact with the target surface when 

the prior shot has left the surface. For each shot, the FEA geometric model is a sphere ball in shape 

with a radius of 0.365 mm, as shown in Figure 4-4, which is the average radius of ZirShot-ZC600 

shots used for peening the flange pin.  

 

Figure 4-4 FEM geometric model of ceramic peening shot 

 

The meshed ceramic shot model is shown in Figure 4-5. Since the deformation of the shot would 

be much smaller than that of the flange pin target during the peening and the stress/strain behavior 

of the shots is not the main concern in this research, uniform meshing is used for the peening shot.   
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Figure 4-5 Meshed FEM model of ceramic peening shot 
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4.2.3 Single Shot and Target Surface Assembly Model 

In order to determine the peened area on the target surface by one shot impact, the assembly model 

with a single shot impacting on the target surface is constructed, as shown in Figure 4-6. In this 

model, using the center of the target as the origin establishes a cylindrical coordinate system. Then, 

building boundary conditions make all the surfaces (except top surface or peening surface) of the 

target stationary in their normal direction. Finally, the shot is assumed to impact the target surface 

at the center of the model along the longitudinal direction of the cylindrical segment at an angle of 

45 with the target surface. The shot impact velocity is set to be 60 m/s, which corresponds to the 

y and z components of -42.4 m/s and 42.4 m/s respectively, as illustrated in Figure 4-7.  

 

Figure 4-6 FEM single ball and target assembly model 
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Figure 4-7 Boundary conditions and preload of FEM single shot model 
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4.2.4 Convergence Test 

Generally, higher mesh density offers better simulation accuracy. However, finer mesh causes 

increasing of freedom degrees of the model, which will result in a large amount of calculation time 

and computer memory space. Therefore, a compromise between solution accuracy and calculation 

time is reached by conducting a convergence test on the single shot model. Eleven different 

meshing sizes from 0.05 mm  to 0.011 mm  are used in the test. Figure 4-8 illustrates the 

convergence behavior of the model with varying mesh size, with respect to the maximum Von 

Mises stress residing in the peened surface after the shot has left. It is shown that the residual stress 

increases with mesh size until the mesh size is down to 0.014 mm, then the stress becomes nearly 

constant. Finally, a conservative estimation of mesh size 0.0125 mm is used in this simulation 

study. 

 

Figure 4-8 Maximum Von Mises stress versus meshing size 
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4.2.5 Single Shot Impact Aera  

For calculating the peening shot number based on shot peening coverage of multiple shot peening 

mode, the area of single shot impact needs to be determined. In terms of the concept of shot peening 

coverage [18], the impact area should be the region where plastic deformation has taken place on 

the target surface due to peening. Then, assuming the impact area is a circle, the diameter of the 

circle can be determined in the cross-section at the center of the deformed model by measuring the 

deformed region d on the target surface after the shot has left, which represents the plastic 

deformations or residual deformations, associated with the residual stresses generated, as shown 

in Figure 4-9. It is measured 𝑑 = 0.26 mm, thus the impact area is calculated to be 𝜋𝑟2where the 

radius 𝑟 = 0.13 mm. 

 

Figure 4-9 Cross-section of deformed model showing plastic or residual deformations of target 

surface due to single shot peening 
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4.3 Multiple Shot Peening Model 

4.3.1 Peening Shot Number 

To build a multiple shot peening model, first, it is necessary to calculate the number of peening 

shots used according to the coverage equation (Eq 2-1). In the equation, 𝑟 is the radius of each shot 

impact, thus, the peened area 𝐴𝐼 by each shot impact can be expressed as  

 𝐴𝐼 = 𝜋𝑟2 Eq 4-3 

The parameter 𝑅 in Eq 2-1 is the number of shots that impact the workpiece per unit area per unit 

time, and 𝑡 is the time during which the impressions are being created. Thus, the number 𝑁𝑈 of 

shots in the unit area is calculated as 

 𝑁𝑈 = 𝑅 × 𝑡 Eq 4-4 

Then the number 𝑁𝑈 of shots in the unit area can be calculated as 

 𝑁𝑈 =
𝑙𝑛 (1−𝐶)

−𝐴𝐼
 Eq 4-5 

Furthermore, the simulation area 𝐴𝑆 is defined in the FEA model, which is within a circle with the 

radius 𝑟𝑆. This area defines the impact region of the shots, that is, all shots will fall into this area 

only. 

 𝐴𝑆 = 𝜋𝑟𝑆
2 Eq 4-6 

Finally, the number 𝑁𝑆 of shots in the simulation area can be calculated as  

 𝑁𝑠 =
𝑙𝑛 (1−𝐶)

−𝐴𝐼
× 𝐴𝑆  Eq 4-7 
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4.3.2 Peening Shot Velocity 

To determine the peening shot velocity, the angle between the target surface and peening shot 

incidence must be defined, which is termed peening angle 𝜃𝑃, as illustrated in Figure 4-10. Then 

when the peening shot velocity 𝑉𝑃 is set, the fractional velocity of peening shot in z (𝑉𝑧) and y (𝑉𝑌) 

direction can be calculated as 

 𝑉𝑧 = 𝑉𝑃 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑃) Eq 4-8 

 𝑉𝑌 = 𝑉𝑃 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑃) Eq 4-9 

 

Figure 4-10 Schematic diagram showing the impact angle of peening shot flow: (a) 3D view; (b) 

section view 
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4.3.3 Impact Interval 

In the FEA model, the time interval 𝑇𝐼 between two consecutive peening shots is chosen to be 

5𝑒−6seconds which was suggested by other researchers and used in their studies [44], then the 

distance interval in the z-direction 𝐷𝐼𝑍  and y-direction 𝐷𝐼𝑌  can be calculated as 

 𝐷𝐼𝑍 = 𝑉𝑧 × 𝑇𝐼 Eq 4-10 

 𝐷𝐼𝑌 = 𝑉𝑌 × 𝑇𝐼 Eq 4-11 

 

4.3.4 Peening Shot Location 

Based on the simulation results of the single shot model, the radius of the peened area by one shot 

impact is 0.13 mm. Considering that in the actual shot peening process, the shot peening coverage 

hardly reached 100%, therefore, the C value, calculated from Eq 2-1, is reasonably 0.98 rather than 

1. Using Eq 4-2, Eq 4-3 and Eq 4-11, the shot flow is generated randomly within a circle area of 

0.4 mm radius in the central region of the target surface of the FEA model using the MATLAB 

program given below. It gives that in total thirty-seven shots will be used in each simulation run. 

The impact locations of each shot on the target surface, generated by the MATLAB program, are 

reported in Appendix B.  

close all 

Rc=40;%Sample Radio 
L=100;%Sample Length 
center_x = 0;%X 
center_y = 0;%Y 
r=0.4;%radius of simulate peened area 
Rp=0.13;%radius of single ball peened area 
V=60*1000;%shot velocity 
Angle_30=30/180*pi;%the angle between shot velocity and normal of target face 
Angle_45=45/180*pi; 
Angle_60=60/180*pi; 
Angle_75=75/180*pi; 
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Angle_90=90/180*pi; 
V_Z_30=V*cos(Angle_30);%Velocity_X_Direction 
V_Y_30=V*sin(Angle_30);%Velocity_Y_Direction 
V_Z_45=V*cos(Angle_45); 
V_Y_45=V*sin(Angle_45); 
V_Z_60=V*cos(Angle_60); 
V_Y_60=V*sin(Angle_60); 
V_Z_75=V*cos(Angle_75); 
V_Y_75=V*sin(Angle_75); 
V_Z_90=V*cos(Angle_90); 
V_Y_90=V*sin(Angle_90); 

  

  

  

  

  

  
Area=pi*2*Rc*L;%Sample Surface Area 
area=pi*Rp^2;%single ball peened area 
simulation_area=pi*r*r; 

  
Coverage=0.98; 
ABC=log(0.02); 
ABCD=simulation_area/area*ABC/4; 
%Coverage=1-exp(-area*RT);%Coverage 
%-exp(-area*RT)=Coverage-1; 
%exp(-area*RT)=1-Coverage; 
%-area*RT=log(1-Coverage); 
%RT=-log(1-Coverage)/(-area); 
%RT/area=(1-Coverage)/(-area)/area; 
dot_number=[log(1-Coverage)]/(-area)*simulation_area; 
dot_number_1=round(dot_number); 

  
T_I=5E-06;%Time_Interval 
D_I_Y_30=V_Y_30*T_I;%Distance_Interval 
D_I_X_30=V_Z_30*T_I; 
D_I_Y_45=V_Y_45*T_I; 
D_I_X_45=V_Z_45*T_I; 
D_I_Y_60=V_Y_60*T_I; 
D_I_X_60=V_Z_60*T_I; 
D_I_Y_75=V_Y_75*T_I; 
D_I_X_75=V_Z_75*T_I; 
D_I_Y_90=V_Y_90*T_I; 
D_I_X_90=V_Z_90*T_I; 

  

  
%dot_number_1=round(total_number_1*simulation_area/Area);%shot number in 

simulation area 
dot_number_2=dot_number_1*2;%shot number in simulation area 
dot_number_3=dot_number_1*3;%shot number in simulation area 
TT_1=(dot_number_1+1)*T_I; 

  
t=0:pi/100:2*pi; 
x=r*cos(t)+center_x; 
y=r*sin(t)+center_y; 
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plot(x,y,'r'); 
%axis([-0.7 2.7 -0.7 2.7]) 
axis equal 
aBasic=zeros(2,dot_number_1); 
A30=zeros(3,dot_number_1); 
A45=zeros(3,dot_number_1); 
A60=zeros(3,dot_number_1); 
A75=zeros(3,dot_number_1); 
A90=zeros(3,dot_number_1); 

  
i=1; 
while i<=dot_number_1 
temp1=rand(1)*2*r-r+center_x; 
temp2=rand(1)*2*r-r+center_y; 
if (temp1-center_x)^2+(temp2-center_y)^2<r^2 
aBasic(1,i)=temp1; 
aBasic(2,i)=temp2; 
A30(1,i)=temp1; 
A30(2,i)=D_I_Y_30*i; 
A30(3,i)=temp2-D_I_Z_30*i; 
A45(1,i)=temp1; 
A45(2,i)=D_I_Y_45*i; 
A45(3,i)=temp2-D_I_Z_45*i; 
A60(1,i)=temp1; 
A60(2,i)=D_I_Y_60*i; 
A60(3,i)=temp2-D_I_Z_60*i; 
A75(1,i)=temp1; 
A75(2,i)=D_I_Y_75*i; 
A75(3,i)=temp2-D_I_Z_75*i; 
A90(1,i)=temp1; 
A90(2,i)=D_I_Y_90*i; 
A90(3,i)=temp2-D_I_Z_90*i; 

  
i=i+1; 
end 
end 
hold on 
plot(aBasic(1,:),aBasic(2,:),'b*') 
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4.4 Multiple Shot Peening of Flange Pin 

4.4.1 Target Surface and Shot Flow Assembly Model 

For simulating the actual shot peening process of the flange pin, a multiple shot peening model is 

created, as shown in Figure 4-11. The target surface model and boundary conditions are the same 

as for single shot peening; the shot flow model and setting are described in the previous section. 

After the peening process is completed in the simulation, the peened surface is analyzed in stress 

and strain behavior.  

 

Figure 4-11 FEA model for simulating real peening process of flange pin 
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4.4.2 Residual Stress Profiles  

The stresses in various directions such as longitudinal or axial, circumferential and radial direction 

are examined in the longitudinal section through the center of the model. Figure 4-12 shows the 

Von Mises stress distribution in the peened surface layer. The area marked with a red circle 

indicates the central region of the peened surface, which is affected the most by shot peening, 

therefore, the following stress analyses are focused on this area. 

 

 

Figure 4-12 Longitudinal section of peened surface layer of flange pin showing Von Mises 

stress distribution 
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First, in correspondence to the X-ray measurements described in Chapter 3, the longitudinal and 

circumferential stress in the peened surface layer are examined. As shown in Figure 4-13, the 

longitudinal stresses in the surface layer are all compressive although the stress varies in magnitude 

within the layer. Red area shows positive residual stress (tensile stress) and blue area shows 

negative residual stress (compressive stress). On the surface at the center of the peened area, the 

longitudinal stress is -291.4 MPa. 

  

Figure 4-13 Longitudinal stress profile in the central area of peened surface simulating actual 

peening process of flange pin 

 

Figure 4-14 shows the circumferential stress distribution in the surface layer under multiple shot 

peening of the flange pin. The circumferential stresses are also all compressive in the surface layer 

and vary in magnitude within the layer. On the surface at the center of the peened area, the 

circumferential stress is -768.5 MPa.       
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Figure 4-14 Circumferential stress profile in the central area of peened surface simulating actual 

peening process of flange pin 

 

As reported in Table 3-4, the longitudinal or axial stress and circumferential stress on the peened 

surface of the flange pin determined from the X-ray measurements are -298.7 MPa and -786.9, 

respectively. It is noted that although the real peening process parameters of the flange pin are not 

known and the FEA simulation uses the suggested data in literature, the FEA simulation results 

are very close to the experimental data. Consistently, the peening process did generate compressive 

stresses, which are expected and will favor the fatigue resistance of the flange pin. It is also 

revealed that the circumferential stress is more than double greater than the longitudinal stress in 

magnitude.    
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Since the X-ray method can only measure residual stresses at the surface of the flange pin, the 

radial stress cannot be determined by the X-ray measurement. However, the FEA simulation uses 

a 3D model, which allows to determine stresses also in radial direction in addition to longitudinal 

and circumferential direction. As shown in Figure 4-15, the radial stresses are also all compressive 

in the surface layer and vary in magnitude within the layer. On the surface at the center of the 

peened area, the radial stress is about -50 MPa. Compared to longitudinal and circumferential 

stresses, the radial stresses are relatively low in the peened surface.     

 

Figure 4-15 Radial stress profile in the central area of peened surface simulating actual peening 

process of flange pin 
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Moreover, it is important to concern Von Mises stress when studying the stress and strain behavior 

of materials or structures because it governs the yielding of the material for a structure subjected 

to a complex stress condition, according to the Shear – Strain Energy Theory of material failure 

criterion. Therefore, the Von Mises stress distribution in the peened surface layer of the flange pin 

is also examined. As presented in Figure 4-16 nonuniform Von Mises stress profile is observed 

within the surface layer, with the maximum value reaches 1505 MPa in some region in the sublayer 

(area in red). The yield strength of the flange pin material (HY-TUF steel) is about 1400 MPa, as 

reported in Table 3-2. Thus, based on the Von Mises failure criterion or Shear – Strain Energy 

Theory, local yielding has occurred in some regions where the Von Mises stress is greater than the 

yield strength of HY-TUF steel (1400 MPa). In other words, plastic deformation has taken place 

locally in the peened flange pin, which corresponds to the strain hardening behavior of the peened 

surface layer.  

 

Figure 4-16 Von Mises stress distribution in the central area of peened surface simulating actual 

peening process of flange pin 
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Furthermore, as indicated above, the residual stresses appear nonuniform within the peened surface 

layer of the flange pin. For the longitudinal, circumferential, and radial stress, the maximum 

compressive stress all occurs at subsurface, not on the top surface. For better demonstration, the 

variations of the longitudinal, circumferential, radial and Von Mises stress at the center of the 

peened surface model, where the target surface is affected the most by the shot peening,  along the 

depth from the top surface are plotted together in Figure 4-17. The following characteristics of the 

residual stresses in the peened surface can be observed. First, in the region near the surface the 

longitudinal, circumferential and radial stress are all compressive, but at a depth about 0.18 mm, 

these stresses become tensile. This means that under the peening shot flow condition in the FEA 

simulation, the hardened layer thickness of the flange pin is about 0.18 mm. Second, the maximum 

compressive stresses in longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction all do not occur at the top 

surface, but take place at the subsurface in a depth about 0.05 mm. Third, at the pin surface the 

circumferential stress is greater than the longitudinal and radial stress in magnitude, but below a 

layer around 0.05 mm in depth where the maximum compressive stresses occur, the 

circumferential and longitudinal stress are almost the same. Overall, the radial stress is much lower 

than circumferential and longitudinal stress in magnitude. Fourth, the maximum Von Mises 

coincides with the maximum circumferential, longitudinal, and radial stress, taking place at the 

subsurface 0.05 mm in depth. Finally, for all residual stresses, the variation in magnitude trend 

follows increasing initially until reaching a maximum value, and then decreasing to nearly zero. 

This variation behavior of the residual stresses conforms to the essence of peening surface 

treatment that only the surface layer is affected by the shot peening and the substrate remains 

unchanged. 
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Figure 4-17 Variations of residual stresses in depth of peened flange pin surface   

 

4.5 Variation of Target Surface Curvature 

4.5.1 Target Surface Curvature Model 

In order to help Safran gain more understanding of the residual stresses in the flange pin resulting 

from shot peening, further FEA simulation is performed on the target surface with variable 

curvature, because Safran has various sizes of flange pin and the radius of the pin may influence 

the residual stress behavior in the peened flange pin. In this simulation, the FEA model is created 

with the curvature radius of target surface varying from 10 mm to infinite (flat surface). The 

models with the curvature radius of 10 mm and infinite are shown in Figure 4-18. The boundary 

conditions of the target surface models are the same as for the model of actual flange pin peening, 

discussed above. The shot flow is also set to be 60 m/s in this simulation, but it impacts the target 

surface normally, that is, the peening angle 𝜃𝑃 = 90. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-18 Target surface curvature model: (a) curvature radius of 10 mm; (b) infinite 

curvature radius (flat surface)   
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4.5.2 Residual Stress Profiles in Peened Surface with Small Curvature Radius 

Figure 4-19 presents the FEA simulation results of the residual stresses in the peened surface with 

curvature radius of 10 mm. Overall, the longitudinal, circumferential, and radial stress all appear 

compressive in the surface layer and have nonuniform distributions. The Von Mises stress profile 

is shown in Figure 4-20. Similarly, the variations of the longitudinal, circumferential, radial and 

Von Mises stress at the center of the peened surface model along the depth from the top surface 

are plotted together in Figure 4-21. It is shown that through the whole depth of the surface layer 

the circumferential stress is slightly greater than the longitudinal stress in magnitude, and both are 

much greater than the radial stress. Also, the maximum compressive stresses in the three directions 

all occur at a depth around 0.0625 mm, but in this case the maximum Von Mises stress does not 

coincide with the same location. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4-19 Residual stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 10 mm:                 

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress   
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Figure 4-20 Von Mises stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 10 mm 

 

Figure 4-21 Variations of residual stresses in depth of peened surface with curvature radius of 

10 mm 
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4.5.3 Residual Stress Profiles in Peened Surface with Infinite Curvature Radius 

When the curvature radius is infinite, the target surface becomes flat. Figure 4-22 presents the FEA 

simulation results of the residual stresses in the peened surface with infinite curvature radius. It is 

shown that although there is large difference in curvature between the flat surface and the surface 

with small curvature radius (10 mm), the residual stress behavior does not change significantly. 

The Von Mises stress profile is shown in Figure 4-23. The variations of the longitudinal, 

circumferential, radial and Von Mises stress at the center of the peened surface model along the 

depth from the top surface are plotted together in Figure 4-24. At the surface, the longitudinal and 

circumferential stress are about -500 MPa and -750 MPa, respectively. The radial stress is much 

lower and less than 100 MPa. Compared to the target surface with curvature radius of 10 mm, 

which has the longitudinal and circumferential stress about -700 MPa and -900 MPa, respectively, 

at the center point of the surface, the extreme case (flat surface) results in reduced longitudinal and 

circumferential stress at the top surface. However, the maximum longitudinal and circumferential 

stress in magnitude which occur at the subsurface of the flat surface are about -1500 MPa and -

1510 MPa, respectively, showing higher than that (about -1470 MPa and -1480 MPa) of the target 

surface with curvature radius of 10 mm. Also, the extreme geometry (flat surface) causes the 

locations of maximum compressive stresses moving down in depth from 0.07 mm (for the target 

surface with curvature radius of 10 mm) to 0.075 mm.        
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4-22 Residual stress profile in peened surface with infinite curvature radius:                  

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress   

 

Figure 4-23 Von Mises stress profile in peened surface with infinite curvature radius 
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Figure 4-24 Variations of residual stresses in depth of peened surface with infinite curvature 

radius 
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4.5.4 Effects of Surface Curvature on Residual Stress Profiles  

The FEA simulation models and the associated results of residual stresses in the peened surface 

having other surface curvature radii (20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm) are presented in 

Appendix C. To illustrate the influence of target surface curvature on the residual stress profiles 

in the surface layer due to shot peening, the residual stress variations in depth of the peened surface 

with different curvature radii are plotted together in Figure 4-25. It is noted that although the 

location of the maximum compressive stresses for all surface curvature cases is within a small 

range (between 0.0625 mm and 0.0875 mm), it does vary from surface to surface with different 

curvatures. In the deeper layer below this location the residual stresses in longitudinal, 

circumferential, and radial direction all increase in magnitude with decreasing the surface 

curvature or increasing the surface curvature radius. However, in the top layer of the surface no 

evident relationship between the residual stress and target surface curvature can be identified. At 

the top surface, as discussed above, the magnitudes of longitudinal and circumferential stress of 

the flat surface are smaller than that of the surface with curvature radius of 10 mm, but just beneath 

the top surface, this relation does not apply. The explanation for this randomness can be that at the 

top surface the direct impact action of the shot flow causes stress concentration there, which results 

in computational inaccuracy of the FEA simulation. On the other hand, the maximum compressive 

stresses at the subsurface more reasonably reflect the true stress behavior of the peened surface, 

thus they are the main concern in this study.  
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4-25 Comparison of residual stresses in target surface with different curvatures:            

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 
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For better understanding of the effect of surface curvature on the maximum residual stresses in the 

peened surface, the maximum residual stress values and their occurrence locations for the peened 

surface with different curvatures are illustrated in Figure 4-26. It is shown that although the 

maximum residual stresses in longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction vary with the 

surface curvature, they do not exhibit direct relations. However, it is evident that the residual 

stresses in flat surface are larger in magnitude, as seen in Figure 4-27 (a). Similarly, the location 

of the maximum residual stresses varies between 0.0625 mm and 0.0875 mm for different surface 

curvature cases, but it does not exhibit a direct relation to the surface curvature.     
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(a) 

 

(b)  

Figure 4-26 Comparison of maximum residual stresses in target surface with different 

curvatures: (a) magnitude; (b) location 
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4.6 Variation of Shot Peening Angle  

4.6.1 Shot Peening Angle Model 

As a key parameter in shot peening process, shot peening angle is supposed to play an important 

in influencing the residual stress behavior of the peened surface. To confirm this hypothesis, the 

FEA simulation is also made on a flat target surface subjected to shot flow load at different peening 

angles (𝜃𝑃 ) from 30° to 90°. The FEA models for the maximum and minimum impact angle cases 

are presented in Figure 4-27. The FEA target surface model for the peening angle simulation study 

is shown in Figure 4-28, with the boundary conditions used the same as for the curved surface 

models described previously. The velocity of peening shots is also set to be 60 m/s.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4-27 FEA shot peening angle model: (a) 30 impact; (b) 90 impact 

 

Figure 4-28 FEA flat target surface model for shot peening angle simulation study 
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4.6.2 Residual Stress Profiles in Target Surface Peened at 30 Angle  

Figure 4-29 presents the FEA simulation results of the residual stresses in the flat surface peened 

at 30 angle. Similar to the cases analyzed previously, the longitudinal, circumferential and radial 

stress are all generally compressive in the surface layer. Some tensile stresses observed at the top 

surface layer should be a result of stress concentration, as discussed previously. The Von Mises 

stress profile is presented in Figure 4-30, showing that some regions of the surface layer have 

experienced plastic deformation because the Von Mises stress values are greater than 1400 MPa 

which is the yield strength of the target surface material (HY-TUF steel). For better presentation 

of the FEA simulation results, the variations of the longitudinal, circumferential and radial stress 

as well as the Von Mises stress at the center of the peened surface model along the depth from the 

top surface are plotted together in Figure 4-31. It is shown that the location of the maximum 

compressive stresses is about 0.05 mm from the top surface in depth. The circumferential stress is 

greater than the longitudinal stress in magnitude in the top surface layer and both are greater than 

the radial stress in magnitude, but in the deeper layer (below the location of the maximum 

compressive stresses), the circumferential and longitudinal stress are very close. The maximum 

Von Mises occurs at the subsurface in a depth about 0.025 mm. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4-29 Residual stress profile in peened surface by 30 angle impact:                                 

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress 

 

Figure 4-30 Von Mises stress profile in peened surface by 30 angle impact 
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Figure 4-31 Variations of residual stresses in depth of peened surface by 30 angle impact 
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4.6.3 Effects of Peening Angle on Residual Stress Profiles 

For the case of flat surface peened normally or at 90 angle, the FEA simulation is exactly same 

as that of the surface with infinite curvature radius, which has been studied in the previous section. 

The FEA models and associated simulation results for the flat surface peened at other angles (45,  

60 and 75) are presented in Appendix D.          

To examine the effect of shot peening angle on the residual stress profiles in the surface layer, the 

residual stress variations in depth from the target surface peened at different angles are plotted 

together in Figure 4-32. It is noted that the location of the maximum compressive stresses varies 

obviously with peening angle, but the variation is within a small range. Below this range in depth, 

the longitudinal, circumferential, radial and Von Mises stress all generally increase in magnitude 

with peening angle. However, at the top layer of the surface, no evident relationship between the 

residual stress and peening angle is identified. As discussed for surface curvature influence on the 

residual stresses, at the top surface the direct impingement of the shot flow generates stress 

concentration there, which leads to computational inaccuracy of the FEA simulation.  
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4-32 Comparison of residual stresses in target surface peened at different angles:           

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 
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Furthermore, detailed analyses are made in the maximum residual stresses versus peening angle, 

by presenting the maximum residual stress values and their occurrence locations against peening 

angle using histogram in Figure 4-33. It is noted that although the maximum residual stresses in 

longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction vary with peening angle, no direct relation 

between them can be identified, as seen in Figure 4-34 (a). However, it can be suggested that with 

increasing peening angle the location of the maximum residual stresses moves down in depth from 

the peened surface, according to Figure 4-34 (b). The location of the maximum residual stresses 

varies between 0.0375 mm and 0.0875 mm for different peening angles. 
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(b)  

Figure 4-33 Comparison of maximum residual stresses in target surface peened at different 

angles: (a) magnitude; (b) location 
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Chapter 5  Conclusions and Future work 

5.1 Summary of the Present Research 

Safran provided the HY-TUF steel flange pin peened with ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots. The 

peened pin was first cut in four specimens and then XRD scan was performed at different locations 

of the specimen surface to determine the residual stresses. The XRD scan was conducted in the 

longitudinal and circumferential direction of the flange pin at each location. The XRD 

measurement data were analyzed using the residual stress computation software built in the Rigaku 

Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer. 

Meanwhile, FEA simulation study was carried out to simulate the shot peening process on the 

flange pin of Safran. First, a FEA model of the target surface with one shot peening was created 

to determine the impact area by one shot, which would be used to calculate the shot number of 

multiple shot peening flow in terms of peening coverage. The material parameters of HY-TUF 

steel and ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shot for the FEA model were determined based on the basic 

material properties of the steel and ceramic. Second, a multiple shot peening flow model was built 

for the flange pin peened with ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots. The shot flow locations on the target 

surface were generated randomly utilizing the MATLAB program. In this simulation, the 

longitudinal, circumferential and radial stress as well as Von Mises stress in the peened surface of 

the flange pin were analyzed, with the focus on the maximum residual stresses and the variations 

of the residual stresses along the depth of the surface layer. 

Finally, the effects of target surface curvature and shot peening angle on the residual stress profile 

in the peened surface were investigated with FEA simulation. The FEA models of the target surface 

with different curvature radii from 10 mm to infinite (flat surface) and the FEA models of a flat 
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target surface peened at different angles were constructed. The simulation results were analyzed, 

mainly concerned with the influence of the target surface curvature and shot peening angle on the 

maximum residual stress and its location in the peened surface.     

 

5.2 Conclusions from the Present Research 

From the experimental measurements using XRD technique of the residual stresses in the flange 

pin peened with ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots, the FEA simulations of the peening process and 

computation of the residual stress results generated, the following conclusions can be derived from 

the present research. 

1. XRD technique is an effective approach for determining the residual stress in a peened 

surface, even the surface with a curvature like the flange pin in cylindrical shape, but this 

experimental method is limited to residual stress measurement at the surface only, not in 

depth, therefore, the radial stress in the peened pin cannot be measured by XRD technique. 

2. The residual stresses in longitudinal and circumferential direction are all compressive, 

determined by the XRD measurements. From the residual stress data of XRD 

measurements summarized in Table 3-5, both the longitudinal stress (at 0 and 180) and 

the circumferential stress (at 90 and 270) are not uniform over the pin surface. At 

different locations of the pin surface, the values of the longitudinal and circumferential 

stress vary, which implies that the pin surface was not peened uniformly. However, the 

variation is not significant overall, the average longitudinal and circumferential stress at 

the peened pin surface are about -298.7 MPa and -786.9 MPa, respectively. Due to surface 

curvature and peening angle effects, the longitudinal and circumferential stress are not 

equal in magnitude; the latter is more than two times greater than the former. 
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3. FEA simulation, as the most popular numerical approach in analyzing stress and strain of 

loaded structures, exhibits excellent ability in the residual stress analysis of the peened 

flange pin. Compared with the XRD measurement, the FEA simulation can compute the 

residual stress not only in longitudinal and circumferential direction, but also in radial 

direction. The most important is that FEA simulation can also compute the residual stress 

in different depths of the peened surface layer. 

4. Consistent with the experimental XRD measurement results, the residual stresses in the 

peened pin are all compressive, confirmed by the FEA simulations. The circumferential 

stress is greater than the longitudinal stress and both are much greater than the radial stress. 

5. Although the FEA simulation of the flange pin peened with  ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots 

was performed not using the exactly same process parameters as in the real peening process 

due to the confidential consideration of Safran, for example, shot flow velocity and peening 

duration, the residual stress results from the XRD measurement and FEA simulation at the 

peened surface of the flange pin are very close (XRD: longitudinal stress -298.7 MPa and 

circumferential stress 786.9 MPa; FEA: longitudinal stress -291.4 MPa and circumferential 

stress 768.5 MPa). This implies that the peening process parameters used in the FEA model, 

which were suggested in literature, are very similar to that used in the real peening process 

of the flange pin. 

6. The FEA simulation results reveal that the residual stresses in the peened pin surface are 

not uniform over the surface and in depth. In the examination of the central position of the 

peened surface where the surface is affected the most by the shot peening, it is found that 

the residual stresses increase in magnitude along the depth from the top surface layer until 

reaching the maximum at subsurface, and then decrease in magnitude down to zero in more 
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depth. The locations of the maximum residual stresses are about 0.05 mm in depth from 

the top surface of the peened flange pin.  

7. The Von Mises stress also varies within the peened surface layer, with the maximum value 

appearing at the subsurface about 0.0375 mm from the top surface. According to the 

material failure criterion of Shear – Strain Energy Theory, local yielding occurs in some 

regions of the surface layer where the Von Mises stress is greater than the yield strength of 

HY-TUF steel (1400 MPa), with plastic deformation taking place, which corresponds to 

the work hardening behavior of the peened surface.  

8. The FEA simulations reveal that target surface curvature and shot peening angle do 

influence the residual stress profile of the peened surface, but no direct relations between 

them can be identified. However, it can be suggested that the maximum residual stresses 

in flat surface are greater than that in the surface with curvature and with increasing peening 

angle the location of the maximum residual stresses moves down in depth of the peened 

surface layer. 

 

5.3 Significant Contributions of the Present Research 

Although many studies have been carried out in shot peening process and the residual stresses of 

peened surface, the target surfaces are all flat, as reported in literature. The present research first 

experimentally and numerically analyzes the residual stresses in the peened surface with curvature, 

in particular, the influence of target surface curvature on the residual stress profile of the peened 

surface is revealed. This outcome of the research provides Safran and other relevant industries the 

guidance of peening process design for a given surface geometry, towards optimal residual stress 

distribution in the peened surface layer. 
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Safran first time used ZirShot-ZC600 ceramic shots to peen their flange pins and is in urgent need 

for understanding the residual stress behavior in the peened pins. The present research effectively 

measured the residual stresses in longitudinal and circumferential direction of the flange pin using 

XRD and the results are proven valid by the repeatability of the measurement data at multiple 

locations of the pin surface. The FEA simulations help further understand the variations of the 

residual stress in depth of the surface layer, in particular, the maximum residual stress and its 

location.  

 

5.3 Future Work of the Project 

As indicated in this thesis, XRD technique can only measure residual stresses at a surface, therefore, 

in order to investigate the residual stresses at subsurface, especially, the maximum residual stress, 

the pin specimen surface should be removed via electrochemical corrosion, 

As discussed in Chapter 2, shot peening on the surface of a metal component is aimed to generate 

compressive stresses in the surface layer so as to enhance the fatigue resistance of the component. 

Therefore, it is necessary to perform fatigue test on the peened flange pin in comparison with the 

intact flange pin.   
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Appendix A 

 

Figure AP-1 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen without hole at 180° scan 

 

Figure AP-2 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen without hole at 270° scan 
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Figure AP-3 XRD measurement data for the middle of specimen without hole at 0° scan 

 

Figure AP-4 XRD measurement data for the middle of specimen without hole at 90° scan 
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Figure AP-5 XRD measurement data for the middle of specimen without hole at 180° scan 

 

 

Figure AP-6 XRD measurement data for the middle of specimen without hole at 270° scan 
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Figure AP-7 XRD measurement data for the bottom of specimen without hole at 0° scan 

 

 

Figure AP-8 XRD measurement data for the bottom of specimen without hole at 90° scan 
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Figure AP-9 XRD measurement data for the bottom of specimen without hole at 180° scan 

 

 

Figure AP-10 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen with holes at 0° scan 
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Figure AP-11 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen with holes at 180° scan 

 

 

Figure AP-12 XRD measurement data for the top of specimen with holes at 270° scan 
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Appendix B 
 

Table AP-1 Peening shot locations on the target surface of flange pin 

 X Z 

1 -0.30012 -0.08272 

2 0.244691 -0.08582 

3 0.176776 -0.18845 

4 0.05302 -0.26047 

5 -0.03848 -0.00099 

6 -0.0714 0.266944 

7 0.069608 -0.03765 

8 -0.19664 -0.05758 

9 -0.1801 -0.02256 

10 -0.14597 -0.05029 

11 0.177975 0.128938 

12 -0.18219 0.009048 

13 0.22902 0.300059 

14 0.0317 0.038405 

15 0.161877 0.290214 

16 0.295315 -0.20243 

17 -0.2197 -0.30476 

18 -0.23804 0.136344 

19 0.263427 -0.16598 

20 0.307844 0.096583 

21 -0.01701 0.101686 

22 -0.00285 0.222724 

23 -0.05163 -0.17013 

24 -0.25829 -0.09069 

25 0.262234 0.189956 

26 0.104142 -0.28748 

27 0.342792 0.015776 

28 0.115066 0.362178 

29 0.256089 -0.1801 

30 -0.28376 0.266797 

31 0.056445 -0.06515 

32 0.260517 -0.23515 

33 -0.28264 -0.07003 

34 0.273154 0.255607 

35 -0.31788 -0.03232 

36 -0.19176 -0.23962 

37 -0.20361 0.146486 
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Table AP-2 Peening shot locations for 30° peening angle model 

 X Y Z 

1 -0.30012 0.15 -0.34253 

2 0.244691 0.3 -0.60543 

3 0.176776 0.45 -0.96787 

4 0.05302 0.6 -1.2997 

5 -0.03848 0.75 -1.30003 

6 -0.0714 0.9 -1.2919 

7 0.069608 1.05 -1.8563 

8 -0.19664 1.2 -2.13604 

9 -0.1801 1.35 -2.36083 

10 -0.14597 1.5 -2.64836 

11 0.177975 1.65 -2.72895 

12 -0.18219 1.8 -3.10864 

13 0.22902 1.95 -3.07744 

14 0.0317 2.1 -3.5989 

15 0.161877 2.25 -3.6069 

16 0.295315 2.4 -4.35935 

17 -0.2197 2.55 -4.72149 

18 -0.23804 2.7 -4.54019 

19 0.263427 2.85 -5.10233 

20 0.307844 3 -5.09957 

21 -0.01701 3.15 -5.35427 

22 -0.00285 3.3 -5.49304 

23 -0.05163 3.45 -6.14571 

24 -0.25829 3.6 -6.32607 

25 0.262234 3.75 -6.30523 

26 0.104142 3.9 -7.04248 

27 0.342792 4.05 -6.99903 

28 0.115066 4.2 -6.91244 

29 0.256089 4.35 -7.71452 

30 -0.28376 4.5 -7.52743 

31 0.056445 4.65 -8.11918 

32 0.260517 4.8 -8.54899 

33 -0.28264 4.95 -8.64368 

34 0.273154 5.1 -8.57785 

35 -0.31788 5.25 -9.12559 

36 -0.19176 5.4 -9.5927 

37 -0.20361 5.55 -9.4664 
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Table AP-3 Peening shot locations for 45° peening angle model 

 X Y Z 

1 -0.30012 0.212132 -0.29485 

2 0.244691 0.424264 -0.51008 

3 0.176776 0.636396 -0.82485 

4 0.05302 0.848528 -1.109 

5 -0.03848 1.06066 -1.06165 

6 -0.0714 1.272792 -1.00585 

7 0.069608 1.484924 -1.52257 

8 -0.19664 1.697056 -1.75464 

9 -0.1801 1.909188 -1.93175 

10 -0.14597 2.12132 -2.17161 

11 0.177975 2.333452 -2.20451 

12 -0.18219 2.545584 -2.53654 

13 0.22902 2.757716 -2.45766 

14 0.0317 2.969848 -2.93144 

15 0.161877 3.181981 -2.89177 

16 0.295315 3.394113 -3.59654 

17 -0.2197 3.606245 -3.911 

18 -0.23804 3.818377 -3.68203 

19 0.263427 4.030509 -4.19649 

20 0.307844 4.242641 -4.14606 

21 -0.01701 4.454773 -4.35309 

22 -0.00285 4.666905 -4.44418 

23 -0.05163 4.879037 -5.04917 

24 -0.25829 5.091169 -5.18185 

25 0.262234 5.303301 -5.11334 

26 0.104142 5.515433 -5.80292 

27 0.342792 5.727565 -5.71179 

28 0.115066 5.939697 -5.57752 

29 0.256089 6.151829 -6.33192 

30 -0.28376 6.363961 -6.09716 

31 0.056445 6.576093 -6.64124 

32 0.260517 6.788225 -7.02338 

33 -0.28264 7.000357 -7.07039 

34 0.273154 7.212489 -6.95688 

35 -0.31788 7.424621 -7.45695 

36 -0.19176 7.636753 -7.87638 

37 -0.20361 7.848885 -7.7024 
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Table AP-4 Peening shot locations for 60° peening angle model 

 X Y Z 

1 -0.30012 0.259808 -0.23272 

2 0.244691 0.519615 -0.38582 

3 0.176776 0.779423 -0.63845 

4 0.05302 1.03923 -0.86047 

5 -0.03848 1.299038 -0.75099 

6 -0.0714 1.558846 -0.63306 

7 0.069608 1.818653 -1.08765 

8 -0.19664 2.078461 -1.25758 

9 -0.1801 2.338269 -1.37256 

10 -0.14597 2.598076 -1.55029 

11 0.177975 2.857884 -1.52106 

12 -0.18219 3.117691 -1.79095 

13 0.22902 3.377499 -1.64994 

14 0.0317 3.637307 -2.06159 

15 0.161877 3.897114 -1.95979 

16 0.295315 4.156922 -2.60243 

17 -0.2197 4.41673 -2.85476 

18 -0.23804 4.676537 -2.56366 

19 0.263427 4.936345 -3.01598 

20 0.307844 5.196152 -2.90342 

21 -0.01701 5.45596 -3.04831 

22 -0.00285 5.715768 -3.07728 

23 -0.05163 5.975575 -3.62013 

24 -0.25829 6.235383 -3.69069 

25 0.262234 6.495191 -3.56004 

26 0.104142 6.754998 -4.18748 

27 0.342792 7.014806 -4.03422 

28 0.115066 7.274613 -3.83782 

29 0.256089 7.534421 -4.5301 

30 -0.28376 7.794229 -4.2332 

31 0.056445 8.054036 -4.71515 

32 0.260517 8.313844 -5.03515 

33 -0.28264 8.573651 -5.02003 

34 0.273154 8.833459 -4.84439 

35 -0.31788 9.093267 -5.28232 

36 -0.19176 9.353074 -5.63962 

37 -0.20361 9.612882 -5.40351 
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Table AP-5 Peening shot locations for 75° peening angle model 

 X Y Z 

1 -0.30012 0.289778 -0.16037 

2 0.244691 0.579555 -0.24111 

3 0.176776 0.869333 -0.42139 

4 0.05302 1.159111 -0.57105 

5 -0.03848 1.448889 -0.38922 

6 -0.0714 1.738666 -0.19893 

7 0.069608 2.028444 -0.58117 

8 -0.19664 2.318222 -0.67875 

9 -0.1801 2.608 -0.72137 

10 -0.14597 2.897777 -0.82674 

11 0.177975 3.187555 -0.72516 

12 -0.18219 3.477333 -0.9227 

13 0.22902 3.767111 -0.70934 

14 0.0317 4.056888 -1.04863 

15 0.161877 4.346666 -0.87447 

16 0.295315 4.636444 -1.44476 

17 -0.2197 4.926222 -1.62474 

18 -0.23804 5.215999 -1.26128 

19 0.263427 5.505777 -1.64125 

20 0.307844 5.795555 -1.45633 

21 -0.01701 6.085333 -1.52887 

22 -0.00285 6.37511 -1.48548 

23 -0.05163 6.664888 -1.95598 

24 -0.25829 6.954666 -1.95418 

25 0.262234 7.244444 -1.75119 

26 0.104142 7.534221 -2.30627 

27 0.342792 7.823999 -2.08066 

28 0.115066 8.113777 -1.8119 

29 0.256089 8.403555 -2.43182 

30 -0.28376 8.693332 -2.06257 

31 0.056445 8.98311 -2.47217 

32 0.260517 9.272888 -2.71981 

33 -0.28264 9.562666 -2.63234 

34 0.273154 9.852443 -2.38435 

35 -0.31788 10.14222 -2.74992 

36 -0.19176 10.432 -3.03487 

37 -0.20361 10.72178 -2.72641 
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Table AP-6 Peening shot locations for 90° peening angle model 

 X Y Z 

1 -0.30012 0.3 -0.08272 

2 0.244691 0.6 -0.08582 

3 0.176776 0.9 -0.18845 

4 0.05302 1.2 -0.26047 

5 -0.03848 1.5 -0.00099 

6 -0.0714 1.8 0.266944 

7 0.069608 2.1 -0.03765 

8 -0.19664 2.4 -0.05758 

9 -0.1801 2.7 -0.02256 

10 -0.14597 3 -0.05029 

11 0.177975 3.3 0.128938 

12 -0.18219 3.6 0.009048 

13 0.22902 3.9 0.300059 

14 0.0317 4.2 0.038405 

15 0.161877 4.5 0.290214 

16 0.295315 4.8 -0.20243 

17 -0.2197 5.1 -0.30476 

18 -0.23804 5.4 0.136344 

19 0.263427 5.7 -0.16598 

20 0.307844 6 0.096583 

21 -0.01701 6.3 0.101686 

22 -0.00285 6.6 0.222724 

23 -0.05163 6.9 -0.17013 

24 -0.25829 7.2 -0.09069 

25 0.262234 7.5 0.189956 

26 0.104142 7.8 -0.28748 

27 0.342792 8.1 0.015776 

28 0.115066 8.4 0.362178 

29 0.256089 8.7 -0.1801 

30 -0.28376 9 0.266797 

31 0.056445 9.3 -0.06515 

32 0.260517 9.6 -0.23515 

33 -0.28264 9.9 -0.07003 

34 0.273154 10.2 0.255607 

35 -0.31788 10.5 -0.03232 

36 -0.19176 10.8 -0.23962 

37 -0.20361 11.1 0.146486 
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Appendix C 

 

Figure AP-13 FEA model of target surface with curvature radius 20 mm 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure AP-14 Residual stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 20 mm:             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 

 

Figure AP-15 FEA model of target surface with curvature radius 30 mm 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure AP-16 Residual stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 30 mm:             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 
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Figure AP-17 FEA model of target surface with curvature radius 40 mm 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure AP-18 Residual stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 40 mm:             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 

 

Figure AP-19 FEA model of target surface with curvature radius 50 mm 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure AP-20 Residual stress profile in peened surface with curvature radius of 50 mm:             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 
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Appendix D 

 

Figure AP-21 FEA model of flat target surface peened at 45 angle impact 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure AP-22 Residual stress profile in peened surface by 45 angle impact:                             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 

 

Figure AP-23 FEA model of flat target surface peened at 60 angle impact 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure AP-24 Residual stress profile in peened surface by 60 angle impact:                             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 
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Figure AP-5-25 FEA model of flat target surface peened at 75 angle impact 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure AP-26 Residual stress profile in peened surface by 75 angle impact:                             

(a) longitudinal stress; (b) circumferential stress; (c) radial stress; (d) Von Mises stress 

 


